Stand Information

24” metal spiked stand for 805S
Black or brushed aluminum finish

12” metal spiked center channel
stand for HTM2D, HTM3S, or HTM4S
Black or brushed aluminum finish

Designed to match the 805S, this elegant matching
floor stand raises the speaker to the correct
listening height and provides a stable, rigid support.

The metal spiked stand for the HTM2D,
HTM3S, and HTM4S supports the speaker
at a height low enough to allow the use of
large projector screens that come to within 2
feet of the floor and has zero, 4 or 8 degrees
of tilt-back so that the speaker can be
directed towards the listeners.

Catering to all circumstances, there is a choice of
upward facing spikes, screws or reusable adhesive
to attach the speaker. Floor spikes are included.
Available in all black or silver with grey base and
top, the column incorporates a cable conduit and

Available in all black or silver with grey base
and top. Floor spikes and screws to attach
the speaker are included.

may be filled with sand to add mass and damping.

24” metal spiked stand for 705
Black or brushed aluminum finish

24” metal spiked stand for CM1

Designed for the 705 speaker, but also suitable for
other speakers of similar size, this elegant matching
floor stand raises the speakers to the correct listening
height and provides a stable, rigid support.

The stylish matching floor stand for the CM1
elevates the speaker to the appropriate listening
height and provides steady support. The base is
made of cast iron, guaranteeing solidity. To add
mass, the aluminum columns may be packed with
sand. A cable conduit is included in one of the
columns.

The heavy, cast iron base ensures stability and the
extruded aluminium columns may be filled with sand
to add mass and damping. One of the columns also
incorporates a cable conduit.
The stand is available either in all black or with
silver columns and grey base and top. Floor spikes
and screws to attach the speaker to the stand are
included.

24” metal spiked stand for DM600 and
DM601
Black finish
Universal 24” tall design. The vertical metal columns
can be filled with sand to dampen resonances and
the base comes with screw-in adjustable spikes

Black or brushed aluminum finish

The stand comes either solid black or with silver
columns and grey base and top. Floor spikes and
screws to attach the speaker to the stand come
standard.

20” metal spiked stand for DM602
Black finish
The DM602 stand is identical in design to the
DM601 stand except it is 20” tall and is the
perfect complement for the DM602, as well as

to further reduce resonance and enhance stability.

other tall bookshelf speakers. Available in black

Available in black painted finish only.

painted finish only.

16” center channel stand for LCR60 and LCR600
Black finish
The LCRS stand for center channels LCR60 and LCR600 is a 16” tall design.
The vertical metal columns can be filled with sand to dampen resonances
and the base comes with screw-in adjustable spikes to further reduce
resonance and enhance stability. Available in black painted finish only.

28” metal stand for XT2
Satin polished aluminum finish

38” floor stand for M-1
Brushed aluminum finish

With its sophisticated aluminum column and solid

The M-1 stand is an option where wall or shelf

heavy base, the FS-XT floor-stand is a perfect
compliment to the XT2 monitor. With the XT2
mounted on the floorstand, the monitor provides
genuine compact and critical performance - with
the unique benefit of a contemporary and stylish
satin polished aluminum aesthetic.

mounting is not required. The M-1’s innovative
cable management system really comes into its
own when used with the floor stand. Cable enters
via the stand (or table plinth or wall bracket) and
the electrical signal is conducted to the speaker
through the metal ‘arm’ that supports it. The arm
itself forms the negative conductor, and a single,
insulated wire running inside it provides the
positive one.

31” floor stand for LM1
Brushed aluminum or black finish

46” Floor stand for VM1
Brushed aluminum finish

Designed specifically for the LM1, the stand

With its elegant extruded aluminium stem and

raises the speaker to the correct listening

weighty cast iron base, this floor stand is the

height and allows it to be angled in both

perfect partner to the VM1, raising it to the

horizontal and vertical planes.

correct listening height. The speaker simply
slots into the top of the stem, which also serves

The notable base is fitted with adjustable feet

to hide the cable tidily. Even the terminals are

to cater for uneven floors and the supporting

covered from view.

pillar fixes directly to the speaker in place of the
Available with clear lacquered aluminum stem

original base.

and dark grey base and trim, the stands are
supplied in pairs.

Floor stand for FPM4 and FPM5
Silver finish

Floor stand for FPM6
Silver finish

This matching floorstand offers a solid,

This stand raises the FPM6 to the correct

elegant mount, and allows cables to be

listening height and allows for positioning

concealed in a channel at the rear.

anywhere in a room as rear speakers for home

Vertical mount only.

cinema, or in hi-fi applications. Cables are
concealed in a channel at the rear. Vertical
mount only.

Table mount stand for FPM2, FPM4,
FPM5 and FPM6
Silver finish
Thanks to this specially designed stand FPMs
can sit happily on a tabletop alongside or below
an LCD TV.
Vertical or horizontal mounting.

FPM Table Stand Dimensions
Speaker
FPM2
FPM4
FPM4
FPM5
FPM5
FPM6
FPM6

Mount
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
vertical
horizontal

Height w/ speaker
10.25”
24.5”
10.25
28.5”
10.25”
32.75”
10.75”

Stand Specifications
Model

Order Code

Height

Height w/

Width

Depth

Weight

Speaker
805

Black: N85SB
Br. Alum.: N85SA

23.4”

39.9”

11”

14.7”

18 lbs.

705

Black: 705SB
Br. Alum.: 705SA

23.4”

40”

10.9”

14.5”

22 lbs.

CM1

Black: CM1SB
Br. Alum.: CM1SA

23.4”

34.4”

10.9”

14.5”

22 lbs.

XT2

FSXT

27.6”

39.9”

11.4”

11.4”

22 lbs.

DM600, DM601

D61S

24”

35.3”

9.5”

11.75”

18 lbs.

38.4”
DM602

D62S

20”

39.3”

9.5”

11.75”

20 lbs.

HTM2D,

Black: HTMBS
Br. Alum.: HTMSS

11.6”

24.6”

20.5”

12.3”

29.3 lbs.

9.5”

12”

17 lbs.

HTM3S,

24.2”
22.6”

HTM4S
LCR60, LCR600

LCRS

16”

22.9”
24”

M1

M1SA

37.7”

42.7”

9.9”

9.9”

12.8 lbs.

LM1

Black: LM1SB
Br. Alum: LM1SA

31”

41.2”

7.7”

10.2”

65 lbs.

VM1

VM1SA

45.5”

50”

9.9”

9.9”

8.3 lbs.

FPM
Table Stand

FPMDS

8”

see
description

8.25”

7.1”

16 lbs.

FPM4,

FPMFS

42.5”

47.75”

10.25”

8.75”

40 lbs.

10.25”

8.75”

39 lbs.

FPM5
FPM6
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